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Maisoon م ي سون
I have exposed this before many times. It explains
the policies of Turkey, their alliance with
NATO/West and despite denials, their alliance with
Israel. I suspect both Erdogan and Davitoglu,
especially, are covert Donmeh Jews posing as
Sunni Muslims. It explains Turkey's alliance with
other Jews, such as House of Saud and Jordan,
against SYRIA that stands for Arab nationalism and
Islam-nationalism in the sense of protecting and
being proud of Arab history, culture, traditions,
language, faith and ancestry and not from any
racist perspective.
***

principle of race, which is why they are resisting its
consistent application with utmost violence.

***

The Dönmeh:
The Middle East’s Most Whispered Secret

***

http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/Newslett
er%20733.pdf

***
The Hitler regime spelled the end of Jewish
banking in the greater part of Europe; all Jewish
banks in Germany were liquidated or transferred to
a non-Jewish company (Solomon Oppenheim Jr.
and Company in Cologne, for example, was
changed into the firm of Pferdmenges and
Company).
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/judaica/ej
ud_0002_0003_0_01978.html

***
German philosopher Martin Heidegger stated correctly:
The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating,
live, already for the longest time, according to the

Говор Риме Дариоус на протесту У
Београду
Dear friends I am here today in front of you as a proud
Syrian citizen, to tell you about situation in my country,
that is also important to Serbia. We used to be loved and
respected people. Before this war our biggest issue was
Palestine . We wanted to solve our small problems
compared to what we have today ( Bureaucracy and
Corruption in some sectors. ) we didn't know injustice,
terrorism or criminality. We worked hard the last 10
years before this war and we made big steps. The most
important thing that before this war we didn't have
Syrian refugees.
We had strong national identity. Those who you see out
in the streets of Belgrade on their way to Germany or
Holland, they are not the real Syrian. Don't miss
understand me , I love my people , but my people those
who are fighting for Syria for our homelands.
Yes those refugees suffered but who didn't suffer through
this war? Why the rest of the Syrian are staying and
resisting? If they are really refugees they would choose
for the first safe place that they can reach and not fight
with the Hungarian police cause they want to reach
Germany. Let me ask you if the west doesn't want those
refugees or doesn't want them to die in the sea, why it
doesn't stop the sanctions on Syrian people? That
already cost Syria 143 billion dollars?
If it is not the west agenda why it doesn't help those
Syrian to stay by supporting the Syrian army to get rid of
the terrorist and make Syria safe again? Why they don't
help to rebuild the destroyed houses of the people with
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the money that they spend on refugee? They took away
the people who can rebuild this country. They want to
break Syria and the Syrian people. They want to steal
Syrian doctors and their best students on one hand. This
will cause a braindrain. On the other hand multinationals
want cheap labours so they can lower the wages.
We lost 100.000 soldiers fighting against extremists till
now, I don't hear the west crying on them , those who
gave their souls to defend a nation leaving behind them
proud families deserve to be helped, on the other side
they cry on person died trying to run away and leave
there country, many of them are jihadists, and even
more they are paid thousands of Euros for this.
Let me tell you that the money a family of 5 persons will
pay to reach Europe is enough to buy a house in a safe
area of Syria, start a new job and live good. They are not
refugees they are economically motivated immigrants.
After 5 years of war our navy still for-filling its
international duties. Our coast is well guarded and not a
single boat with immigrants leaves from there. Another
trend those days is to take Christians out of Syria .
Emptying one of the first Christian lands from
Christians...What we have today in Syria is similar to

what you had in Serbia before. They target our identity
our unity and our sovereignty.
I want to underline that the Syrian nation and Serbian
nation were always friends, we have big and respected
orthodox
community,
Syria
didn`t
recognize
independence of Kosovo and we have many mutual
enemies. You should know that as you fight against
politicians who promote new world order, USA interests
and mass immigration, at the same time you are saving
many peoples lives and their future. We are more then
connected, same Albanian terrorists that were fighting in
Kosovo, are today killing civilians in Syria, and this is
allowed by same corrupted politicians in the USA, there
allies in EU, and there followers here in Serbia, and be
aware that wave of migration will return to Serbia.
Dear friends all I ask you today is to stand by us as a
people defending you in the same time as we defend our
selves. Stand by our army by our right cause, because if
we lost this war jihadists won't stop in Syria. Together
we will resist until victory.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=10&v=XbJ49oLS24
A

_____________________________________________
Mike Smith's Political Commentary
Where the truth hurts
Eine Kardinalfrage an

---------------------------------------------------president Jacob Zuma and his 783 charges of corruption
die Deutschen:
and how different a first world country like Germany does
things compared to a third world dictatorship like South
Africa where the president is above the law and his
Indian friends land at military strategic points with their
airplanes and are allowed to bypass customs and
immigration.
Nevertheless, in March 2014, the German Football mogul
and President of Bayern München football club, Uli
Hoeness was charged with tax evasion, found guilty of
tax fraud to the tune of €25 million and sentenced to
three and a half years behind bars. He practically got to
choose the prison he wanted to serve his time in and
after only seven months was granted day leave. Which
means he is a free man and can go to work, but has to
report to prison every night at 18h00 and only sleeps
there.

Warum ist diese Frau nicht hinter Gittern?
18 September 2015
I would like to know from the German people why their
chancellor, Angela Merkel, and her cabinet are not
behind bars yet.
I must admit that I always thought Germany was a so
called ”Rechtsstaat” …A State of Law, a State of Justice
where everyone was equal under the law.
In fact I was convinced about it when the German
President Christian Wulff was forced to resign and
dragged in front of court following media allegations of
corruption and his “friends” paying his bond on his house
and his expensive holidays. Of course he was acquitted
of all charges by the Hanover regional court in Feb of
2014, but at the time I was thinking about South African

That showed me, that contrary to what I use to think
about Germany as a “Rechtsstaat”, not everyone is
indeed equal before the law. Your equality before the law
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is directly proportional to the amount of money you have
in the bank.
Currently Germany is facing a wave of illegal immigrants
as never before in history and the German people are
emotionally led by their noses from politicians and the
media alike. Every article in the German papers or report
on German television starts with how the poor women
and children are suffering, how the Red Cross is helping
them, how they are hungry and thirsty and being
medically looked after at train stations. It is one massive
emotional manipulation. It is nothing but emotional
blackmail to silence the critics.
The other day Angela Merkel said: “When we have to
start apologizing for showing a friendly face in an
emergency situation, then it is not my country
anymore”.
"Wenn wir jetzt anfangen, uns noch entschuldigen zu
müssen dafür, dass wir in Notsituationen ein freundliches
Gesicht zeigen, dann ist das nicht mein Land"

What she forgets is that it is not her country alone. She
cannot do as she likes. Besides “Her country” was
Communist East Germany and it seems like she is acting
more and more totalitarian just like her former Stasi
colleagues used to. She is fast starting to mirror
Honecker and Mielke. Maybe she should change her
name to Erich Merkel.
However, let us for a moment forget about “EMOTIONS”
and concentrate a bit on “THE LAW”.
Is it a criminal offence to be in Germany illegally? You
bet it is!
German police arrested 57,000 illegal immigrants in2014,
an increase of 75 per cent compared to 2013

Is it a crime to help someone enter the country illegally
or smuggle someone in? You bet it is! Police had also
arrested 2,100 traffickers illegally smuggling people into
the country, compared to 1,535 in 2013.
…But aren’t they “REFUGEES” protected under the
Geneva Convention?
Under existing rules, refugees are supposed to claim
asylum in the first member state they reach. Germany is
NOT their first member state. Italy, Greece, Croatia,
Hungary and Austria are. That means they are ILEGALLY
in Germany.
Fact is. Under German law it is illegal to assist illegal
immigrants. That makes anybody helping a so called
“refugee” in Germany guilty of a criminal offence and
he/she should be put in prison. That includes Merkel and
her entire government.
On June 20 and on June 30, 2015, new anti-terrorism
legislation entered into force in Germany. According to
these laws it is a criminal offence to assist terrorists or
fund them in Germany or abroad. Punishment is up to
ten years. Yet this is exactly what Merkel and her cabinet
has been doing. They are not just welcoming terrorists
with open arms and “a friendly face”, they are actively
assisting them and giving them money. It is a criminal
offence! They should be locked up. There is no two ways
about it!
Further, Merkel and these politicians with their “openarms-and-friendly-face” policies are directly responsible
for the deaths of thousands of people drowning in the
Mediterranean Sea and suffocating to death being
smuggled in refrigerated trucks across Austria. Close the
borders and show an unfriendly face and they won’t
come…and they won’t die. It is that simple. These
politicians should be tried for homicide.

Merkel and her cronies are guilty of gross negligence if
not treason. It is her job to deploy the army to defend
the borders of Germany against possible threats. Viktor
Orban of Hungary did it. The Serbians and Croats did it,
why not Germany?
Instead, she and her government along with the media
have orchestrated a massive Psyops and emotional
blackmailing campaign against the citizens of Germany.
When that didn’t help they started playing “Whack the
mole” with concerned citizens. Basically any and all
critics of the government are branded as “Racists” and
“Nazis” no matter how legit their concerns are and
whacked down. Police who are supposed to protect the
German people against criminals and terrorists are
turned against their own people and ordered to DEFEND
the criminals and the terrorists.
Five years ago the socialist politician Thilo Sarrazin wrote
a book called “Deutscland schafft sich ab” (Germany is
destroying itself). He was not so much against
immigration. He just pointed out that these people do
not ever integrate into German society. He spoke the
truth.
Even after three generations in Germany they have no
respect for their host country. They cannot speak the
language, they remain Muslim, they demand Muslim laws
and schools and they cling to their Muslim culture.
What makes Merkel think that her proposed fast tracked
integration programmes of language courses, state
sponsored apprenticeships and government education
are going to help these people integrate now? They are
NOT going to integrate. They are going to demand that
Germany becomes Muslim.
Since the fall of the Berlin Wall German people pay an
extra tax of 5,5% on top of their already high tax
called ”Solidaritätszuschlag”.
Originally it was supposed to build up the Communist
destroyed East Germany. Now this money is being used
to put illegal immigrants up in fancy flats, give them
money and apprenticeships to employ them, when at the
same time the German government has done the bare
minimum to uplift their own people in the eastern part,
build factories and create jobs for them. Germany went
from three million unemployed people to four million
unemployed people overnight whilst their politicians are
standing there with open arms and a friendly face.
Old people in Germany who have worked their entire
lives and contributed to the economy and the pension
fund are today battling for their existence, because their
meager pensions are too small, yet these illegal
immigrants come marching in, cry asylum and simply
GET everything on a silver platter with open arms and a
smile.
Unemployed, starving German people who are literally
living on a potato a day will get a €5 a month increase
from Jan 2016. You can hardly buy a beer for €5.
Apparently the German government cannot afford any
more.
Yet they can afford to look after a million illegal
immigrants, give them money to “cover their necessary
needs”, pay their apartments and give them and their
children “pocket money”. A typical family of four would
get their rent, water, electricity and heating paid and
then about €1000(R15,000) pocket money a month
courtesy of the German taxpayers. In Denmark about
€1400. Doesn’t sound like much, but it is about five
times more than they got in Syria. No wonder they all
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want to go to Germany. Refugees in Germany, what
they get
And then the German government wants to wonder why
people in East Germany are upset, setting refugee
centres on fire and revolting in the streets. They should
be careful that they do not have a full blown revolution
soon.
In Germany, people are openly asking, “Where is it all
going to lead to?”
I can tell them, because I have seen it in South Africa.
By us we call it “Xenophobia”.

My advice to the German people is to arrest their
chancellor and her helpers like Thomas de Maizière as
soon as possible and deport these illegal immigrants and
terrorists posing as "refugees".
Actually no, I fear it might even be too late. Better is to
just remember Germany as it once was, because during
August and September of 2015, Germany (like SA) had a
stroke. It will NEVER be the same again.
Posted by Mike Smith at 4:09 AM 23 comments:
http://mikesmithspoliticalcommentary.blogspot.co.za/20
15/09/eine-kardinalfrage-die-deutschen-warum.html

________________________________________________
The pilgrims’ tent city in Mina about 8 km from Mekká
The tents are made of fire-resistant materials and all have A/C.
Every tent has speakers, thermostats and fire alarm.
A total of 3 million people can be accommodated.
Would it not be the perfect city for all the Muslims fleeing their countries.
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More than 700 killed in Saudi Hajj stampede - aljazeera.com/hajjlive
_________________________________________________

Overwhelming Evidence that 9/11 was an Inside Job, Who did it and Why!

Presentation by Ken O'Keefe showing overwhelming evidence that 9/11 was a false flag operation with clear evidence
as to who did it and why: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfXecU3v-70
See also http://www.ae911truth.org for a more in depth analysis of the evidence. There is also other amazing
evidence not covered here, for example by Rebekah Roth a former flight attendant:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWYR1... also another interesting presentation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxJm9...
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This massive billboard is set up across the street from the NY Times right now
Submitted by IWB, on September 11th, 2015

The best presentation on 9/11 to date came out yesterday.. It features a scientific approach to questions
that were never explained by the 9/11 commission report and lots of analysed footage from 9/11. Must
watch if you never understood why there is over 2000+ Architects and Engineers supporting a new
independent investigation.
9/11: Decade of Deception (Full Film NEW 2015) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqqelDq4P48
http://investmentwatchblog.com/this-massive-billboard-is-set-up-across-the-street-from-the-ny-timesright-now/

____________________________________________
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Schiller says: The big stop ruling when the small stop crawling!
A demented world: - pathological altruism and emotional incontinence – don’t cross the red
line, says who? – but they do......................

Ex-city worker runs anti-Semitic website
Man quits Escondido job after being told be fired or resign
By J. Harry Jones | 6:05 p.m. Sept. 10, 2015
Christian patriots” such as Adolf Hitler and Joseph
Goebbels.
City Manager Clay Phillips said he was unaware of
Friend’s activism until a reporter began asking questions
about it on Tuesday and a second person called in the
same tip.
Friend — an “at will” employee for the city — said he was
called into his supervisor’s office on Wednesday and
given the option of stepping down or being fired. He
chose to resign.
Though he enjoyed his job, Friend — who had previously
worked part-time in Escondido’s recreation department
— said he wasn’t surprised he was ultimately let go.
“(I thought) it was inevitable that my political and
ESCONDIDO — A 29-year-old clerical employee in the
historical views would become known to the city,” he said
Escondido City Manager’s Office was forced out of his job
in an email to the Union-Tribune. “I thought that their
this week after city officials learned he operates an antiknowledge of my writing, publishing, and speaking
Semitic website and is active in a movement that blames
activities, as well as the political and historical
Jews for the 9/11 terror attacks.
perspective I openly espouse, would ultimately result in
Poway resident John Friend was hired by Escondido
my termination.”
about three months ago as a division coordinator, which
Phillips said he could not comment in detail about the
is responsible for a variety of administrative duties in the
situation because it’s a personnel issue.
City Manager’s Office including supervising support staff
However, he said, “John worked in this office and I did
and helping develop office policies and procedures,
find out about some of his writings on the Internet and it
according to the city’s website.
certainly raises concerns for the city and for me
City officials said they were unaware at the time that
personally as his boss.”
Friend is an outspoken blogger and contributor to several
Sources said Friend kept his political beliefs quiet while
white supremacist publications.
working and was generally well liked in the office.
Friend told a reporter he finds “inspiration and guidance
from America’s Founding Fathers” as well as “white
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In an email interview with the Union-Tribune, Friend said
he didn’t list any of his writings or website work on his
resume or in his job interview, but neither did he try to
conceal his political or social views.
On his website, therealistreport.com, Friend posts stories
that assert, among other things, that the Holocaust is a
false and inaccurate interpretation of history made up by
the Jewish-dominated media, and that the 9/11 attacks
were orchestrated by the Israel government to create the
international war on terrorism.
In a blog post five months ago, he said “The huge
numbers of ‘holocaust survivors’ — well into the
hundreds of thousands still today — are undeniable proof
that the extermination claims are a hoax… The Nazis
kept them alive as best they could under nearly
impossible circumstances. The real mass murderers were
the western Allies.”
In his email to the Union-Tribune, Friend said he
considers himself a white Christian American patriot who
finds philosophical and intellectual inspiration from
America’s Founding Fathers.
“I have also researched and studied a number of
important, yet completely marginalized and in many
cases demonized, White Christian patriots including Adolf
Hitler, Joseph Goebbels, George Lincoln Rockwell (the
founder of the American Nazi Party… and many others.”

Friend said while he is highly critical of the federal
government, he was impressed with the leaders and
employees of Escondido and that he enjoyed his time
there.
“To my knowledge, no one in the office had complained
about me, and I was unaware of any complaints
emanating from the outside public relating to my work
performance,” he said.
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/2015/sep
/10/escondido-fired-city-manager-office-anti-Semitic/

Fredrick Toben comments: John Friend, welcome to
the world where emotional incontinence and pathological
altruism are defeating the quest for moral and
intellectual integrity. We are offered choices to do what
we want to do - but don't ask questions about historical
matters or about current political events that help to
explain where we are going in the world. If you dare ask
any question that has not been vetted by a censor and
deemed to be politically correct, then you will be
smashed by a host of shut-up words that defame you as
a:
hater,
Holocaust
denier,
antisemite,
racist,
xenophobe, climate change denier, and many more such
words that serve no purpose st all in clarifying any
pressing problem confronting us. Your choice was to
resign or renounce/recant your views as a questioner that choice will stand you in good stead. Good luck with
that expressed attitude - this far and no further!

__________________________________________

BIN EXCLUSIVE:
Sanhedrin Passes Judgement Against Pope Francis, Obama on Mt. Zion
By Adam Eliyahu Berkowitz September 10, 2015 , 1:57 pm
hears the shofar. Joyous is the nation who knows that this is
their land. When will it be that we hear the shofar of the
Messiah?”
The central issue the Sanhedrin focused on during the trial was
the changing global tide against Israel and the Jews. Among the
various points brought up by each rabbi on the Sanhedrin, the
main theme centered on the long trail of diplomacy mislabeled
as a peace process, the misguided and dangerous nuclear deal
with Iran and recent attempts to appease the world of Israel as
it murders Christians in Arab countries.

“Many peoples will come and say, ‘Come, let us go up to the
mountain of the LORD, to the temple of the God of Jacob. He
will teach us his ways, so that we may walk in his paths.’ The
law will go out from Zion, the word of the LORD from
Jerusalem.” (Isaiah 2:3)
[The Israeli Defence Force is having trouble filling its ranks with
recruits –and guess whom they are recruiting now? – ed.- AI]
71 elders of Israel who identify themselves as the Sanhedrin
gathered Wednesday on Mount Zion in a historic trial bringing to
judgement Pope Francis and US President Barack Obama in
absentia. The rabbis called the two leaders to trial for crimes
leading to the mortal endangerment of Israel and the Jewish
nation.
After appointing each of the judges to sit on the nascent
Sanhedrin, silver horns, similar to those used in the service of
the Jewish Temples, and shofars (rams horns), were blown. The
trial was opened with the statement: “Joyous is the nation who

Elders of the Sanhedrin open a historic trail against Pope
Francis and US President Barack Obama on Mt. Zion,
September 9, 2015. Photo: Breaking Israel News.
The strongest charges were made against the Pope, who
recently recognized a “State of Palestine” with an official treaty.
According to the Sanhedrin, the Pope, who claims to accept the
Bible that states clearly that the land of Israel was given to the
Jews, has placed the world in grave danger.
It was agreed beforehand that for the trial to be a true
judgment, a counsel must be found who would represent the
defendants in absentia with a strong belief in his case. Rabbi
Yehoshua Hollander, who was until recently the Foreign Minister
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of the Sanhedrin, acted as counsel for the defense and brought
forth compelling arguments that were difficult to refute.
While Hollander agreed that the facts as stated by the Sanhedrin
were accurate and irrefutable, he claimed that each of the
defendants were innocent nonetheless and offered three factors
that would lead the Sanhedrin to withhold judgement from the
defendants.

Members of the Sanhedrin blow silver horns and shofars
to open the trial. Photo: Breaking Israel News.
The first case, defense by circumstance, justified the actions of
the Pope and Obama in light of ameliorating circumstances. The
second case, defense by deflection, attributed part of the guilt
to others. The third defense, defense by lack of intent, claimed
that there was no criminal intent behind the actions of the two
leaders. By Jewish law, lacking of criminal intent exonerates the
defendant from the criminal charges but would nevertheless
leave the defendant liable for all damages caused by his
behavior.
Hollander reasoned that the Pope was faced with massive
slaughter of his followers, and therefore his attempts to placate
Islam were not directed against the Jewish People. He also
diverted some of the guilt from the accused by implicating the
Israeli government, who have acknowledged the Palestinian
claims, thereby misleading the defendants and being complicit in
the crime.
The same can be said about Obama, which Hollander explained,
“When he took office, the sanctions were working, albeit not
quickly enough. Thus the first defense, defense by
circumstance, is not available.”

Hollander did try to justify the president’s actions by claiming
that they appears to be based on hope. “I would claim that
President Obama had no criminal intent,” he stated. “He said
that he believes that by making Iran a member of world
Leadership, they would drop their intent of bombing Israel. It is
not criminal to hold such a hope.”
In the end, the Sanhedrin did not come out with any specific
judgement against the Pope and Obama, rather judgements
directed at their policies and actions. Rabbi Hillel Weiss,
spokesman and secretary of the Sanhedrin, explained to
Breaking Israel News, “It was the decision of the Sanhedrin to
declare that it is forbidden for the United States Congress to
agree to any process with Iran until they recognize Israel as the
Jewish state according to the Holy Bible, based on a history that
includes the Temple on Har Moriah in Jerusalem, and they must
agree to the removal and disposal of any nuclear weapons in
their possession.”
Counsel for the defense, Hollander made clear his motivations
behind his passionate defense of Obama and the Pope. “There is
a problem in the world today, and rather than separate
ourselves, the Jews should be leading and accompanying them
in order to help,” he told Breaking Israel News. “We need to be
joining together. We can do this because have a long history of
going into other countries and coexisting for mutual benefit.”
Rabbi Daniel Stavsky, an elder on the Sanhedrin, told Breaking
Israel News following the trial that Israel must learn from the
lessons of the Holocaust in order to protect the future of the
state and the nation.
“They cannot forget or deny this, so the haters of Israel cannot
allow themselves to do this again. Esau is sending Ishmael to
kill us in a completion of the Holocaust,” he told Breaking Israel
News. “They pray to idols and to death. They talk about human
rights, which include the right to a homeland. But they don’t
consider Jews to be humans, so we don’t have these rights. It is
not just the land, but also the title of the Chosen People that
they deny. They are stealing our body and our soul. They are
against Israel because they cannot allow us to fulfill the
prophecy of returning to the land.”
The next gathering of the Sanhedrin will be October 8, for
further investigation into the judgement.
http://www.breakingisraelnews.com/48719/bin-exclusivesanhedrin-passes-judgement-against-pope-francis-obama-onmt-zion-jerusalem/

____________________________________________
From: Fredrick Toben toben@toben.biz
Sent: Saturday, 12 September 2015 9:21 AM
To: 'Michael Hoffman'
Cc: 'Adelaide Institute'; carolyn@carolynyeager.net
Subject: RE: Is this true? double-check

Mr Hoffman, thank you for this – I sent it through the list and
also had others confirm the matter – and should the matter
arise again I shall advise it was you who initially picked it up.
For example we shall be running the Sanhedrin trial as reported
here
http://www.breakingisraelnews.com/48719/bin-exclusivesanhedrin-passes-judgement-against-pope-francis-obama-onmt-zion-jerusalem/ and can then add the item again by linking
to your page.
Best wishes.
Fredrick Töben
***
From: Michael Hoffman hoffman@revisionisthistory.org
Sent: Saturday, 12 September 2015 1:26 AM
To: Fredrick Toben
Subject: Re: Is this true? double-check

Dear Dr. Toben
It seems that Carloyn Yaeger had to omit this writer from the
chain of response.
I initiated publicity for the photo and caption both in my emailed Hoffman Wire column and in my blog:
http://revisionistreview.blogspot.com/2015/09/popefrancis-shows-whos-boss.html
— and Mr. Westman, in response to my posting, checked my
source and corroborated it. All of this is excluded by Carolyn.
There is just as much (or more) censorship in the revisionist
world as in the establishment media.
Sincerely,
Michael Hoffman
***
On Sep 11, 2015, at 0:32, Fredrick Toben
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toben@toben.biz wrote:
Published by Carolyn on Thu, 2015-09-10 19:30
Picture of the Day: Rivkah Would Not Bow

Israeli President Reuven Rivlin paid a visit to Pope Francis in
Rome, accompanied by his personal secretary Rivkah – an
Orthodox-Jewish woman. When a person usually greets
the pope, they shake his hand and bow down. But when

Rivkah’s turn came to greet the pope, she explained to
him that for religious reasons she could not shake his
hand, nor could she bow down since he was wearing a
cross. The pope then covered his cross with his hand, and
bowed down to her!
This is taking Christian humility too far! Picture and text come
from this gloating Chabad Lubavitch website.
According to Paul Westman, who researched this event to check
out its accuracy (it's accurate), Rivka Ravitz, 39, is the chief of
staff to Israeli President Reuven Rivlin (the man standing in the
photo nearby). She is an Orthodox Israeli Jew with 11 children
that are presumably her own by birth--i.e., none adopted. She
married early, at 18, and began having kids. You can learn more
about her in an interesting 3.5-min. news story-style video
posted on an Orthodox Jewish website.
https://www.ou.org/life/inspiration/mother-of-11-ph-dcandidate-and-israeli-presidents-chief-of-staff-meetrivka-ravitz/
http://carolynyeager.net/

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Yom Kippur and the Kol Nidrei Liar’s Liturgy
By Michael Hoffman • www.revisionisthistory.org

Yom Kippur begins Tuesday evening, September 22, wherein
the western world will watch in awe as "pious Jews” allegedly
"beg God for forgiveness" while supposedly "striving for
righteousness.” No doubt that the pope of Rome and the heads
of the Protestant fundamentalist churches will convey their
esteem for the Yom Kippur ceremony as performed by “God’s
people.”
On Yom Kippur the infamous Kol Nidrei takes place, almost
always explained away to the public as a blessed ceremony of
begging God for forgiveness for oaths that were violated,
contracts that were broken and promises that were not kept in
the past year. The trouble is, that pious picture is a phony.
In truth, Kol Nidrei is a ceremony whereby:
1. All the perjury you will commit in the coming year and
2. All contracts you will sign and violate in the coming
year, and
3. All the promises you will break in the coming year —
are absolved, with no heavenly punishment accruing as a
result.
That's the reality of Yom Kippur's Kol Nidrei rite, and it's one
reason why Yom Kippur is the best-attended of all of Judaism's
synagogue ceremonies. Talmudists like to have an edge and
during Yom Kippur that entails making God a senior partner in
the sting.
The truth about the Kol Nidrei liturgy is usually dismissed by the
rabbis and their mouthpiece media as a "loathsome antisemitic
canard.”
They hurl this mendacious accusation in the expectation that the
public will be so intimidated by fear of being labeled
"antisemitic" that they will not consult the documentation, and
will instead accept at face value the word of the noble rabbis
and the always truthful media.
From Judaism Discovered, pp. 912-916:
The American media reverentially showcase the pious Yom
Kippur extravaganza of Pharisaic displays of penitence and
purification, fasting and prayer, that allegedly give evidence of
the supposed special relationship which Talmudists enjoy with
God.
Quite a gaudy show is made of the confessional Viduy
comprising the Ashamnu and the Al het, the catalogue of sins
which is meaningless as a form of self-accusation, since the
Judaic recites the whole litany, whether he is actually guilty of
each transgression or not.
After the recitation of each transgression, one is to strike the
left side of one’s chest with one’s right fist. This is followed by
the prayer of supplication, Avinu malkenu and the Alenu, the socalled “mourner’s kaddish.”

All of this makes an impressive Yom Kippur Eve accompaniment
to the promise-breaking Kol Nidrei and demonstrates that
rather than moving them closer to God, these ceremonies move
Judaic persons who are adherents of Judaism farther away, by
making God into an accomplice to deceit and oath-breaking,
surrounded by a hypocritical show of piety and penance.
The Talmud in Mishnah Hagigah 1:8(a) admits that there is no
Biblical basis for the Kol Nidrei rite.
Rabbi Moses Maimonides confirms that the Kol Nidrei rite is not
in any way Biblical: "The absolution from oaths has no basis
whatever in the Written Torah" (Mishneh Torah, Sefer Haflaah,
Hilkhot Shevuot 6:2).
The Talmudic law concerning the Kol Nidrei rite is as
follows:
“And he who desires that none of his vows made during the year
shall be valid, let him stand at the beginning of the year and
declare, ‘Every vow which I make in the future shall be null.”
(Babylonian Talmud: Nedarim 23a and 23b).
Note that the Talmud declares that the action nullifying vows is
to be taken at the beginning of the year and with regard to
promises made in the future. This distinction is critical since it
contradicts what the deceivers claim is a penitential service for
begging forgiveness for promises broken in the past, rather than
what it is: a nullification made in advance for vows and oaths
yet to be made (and deliberately broken with impunity).
This “advance stipulation” is called bitul tenai and it is the basis
for a Judaic being absolved in advance of breaking promises that
he will make in the future, or to use the rabbinic lawyer’s
jargon: “declaration of intent for the anticipatory invalidation of
future vows.”
This corresponds to the Talmudic lesson that God rewards clever
liars (Kallah 51a).
You have to pity people ensnared in this sordid charade of
cajoling God into helping them cheat.
Little of this harsh reality will surface in the next few days,
however. Instead, the corporate media will spout warm and
fuzzy shibboleths about Yom Kippur as part of the sly
masquerade by which Judaism ascends ever higher over the
West, while its adherents sink ever lower in moral turpitude.
To all those “Christians” who, rather than seeking to rescue the
pitiable Judaics who are captive to this system of
institutionalized religious dishonesty, instead abandon them to
it, we can only say, may God have mercy on you for the hateful
part you are playing in cooperating with the Orthodox rabbis in
permitting more Judaic souls to be lost to the Father of Lies.
http://revisionistreview.blogspot.com/2013/09/yomkippur-and-kol-nidrei-liars-liturgy.html
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In memory of Frank Devine
The Australian, February 16, 2010 7:04PM

Text of a speech to the Sydney Institute by Miranda
Devine in memory of the life of herfather, Frank Devine
THIS is a tough gig and, to be honest, awkwardly personal, to
talk about a beloved father who died just seven months ago,
and who was such a remarkable and charismatic person and
who has left a great hole in the lives of those who loved him.
But Anne assured me we would sell lots of copies of his book,
Older and Wiser. So in a ruthless, hardnosed spirit of enterprise
that would have made him proud, I took up the Henderson
challenge. And here I am.
We are lucky my father Frank Devine was a writer and such a
good writer because he really does live on in his words. When
we read his books and articles and letters, we can hear his
voice, laugh at his humour and be moved by his insights.
Words were his gift, his escape, his pleasure and his solace.
As a brilliantly clever boy in the New Zealand country town of
Blenheim,
which
he
once
described
as
"hopelessly
circumscribing" he used to read John O'Hara novels he borrowed
from the library, and dream of an exciting world out there he
couldn't wait to be part of. He was a precocious reader, reading
fluently from the age of 4. The nuns thought he was so clever
he might be a priest and so he used to get a lot of special tuition
from them, which he said was pleasant and useful. By 10 or 11
he said that reading had made him "obsessively excited by the
outside world." America was the most "dazzling wonderful place"
for him, he said.
Books and printed words were always a part of his life, from his
earliest memory.
By 10 he had decided he wanted to be a writer and really never
considered anything else, apart from, fleetingly, acting. In a
video interview made by his friend Bill McCartney four years ago
for a business Bill has recording people's life stories, he talked
about what journalism meant to him.
"I have a knack. It's a drudge thing because I'm not a fast or
easy writer ... But the idea you can amuse a few hundred or a
few thousand complete strangers or tell them things they don't
know or twist their minds in some small way is very exciting. To
have something you enjoy doing and know you're good at affect
other people is a great adventure; it never ceases to be an
excitement."
He started writing for his local newspaper the Marlborough
express as soon as he finished school. He stopped in Australia
on his way to the rest of the world and met my mother
Jacqueline Magee a fellow journalist on the West Australian
newspaper.
They embarked on their 50-year marriage just as his career
took him where he had always dreamed of going. Journalism
took him to New York in the early 60s where he recorded history
in the making, as a foreign correspondent for the Herald and
Weekly Times. The civil rights movement he regarded as the
greatest assignment of his career.
Next were six years in Tokyo, a stint in Sydney, as editor of the
Readers Digest, back to New York again, to Chappaqua and the
last heroic days of empire at the Digest.
And then in his 50s, as enthusiastic and energetic as ever, to a
new career as a daily newspaper editor for Rupert Murdoch in
Chicago and New York.
Then it was back to Australia to edit the Australian, an
appointment cut short after 15 months by a sacking he took in
his stride as he did every setback.
He wrote about it in his book Older and Wiser published by
Quadrant books last year, only a few month after his death... in
a chapter titled: That pest the editor:
"One of the enduring mysteries of Australian journalism although the number of memories in which it endures is not
large- is why I was fired in December 1989 as editor of the
Australian after less than 15 months on the job."

He clears up the mystery in the book. Did I mention his book is
for sale tonight?
He once said his Catholic faith gave him a great bolstering of
confidence by accepting that "shit happens" in life. You expect it
so you deal with it. The expectation of an imperfect world on
earth and a perfect world in the future, which I believe, is part
of my catholic shaping. Also a faith in absolutes, that there is
such a thing as absolute truth, absolute right, absolute wrong,
with all the nuances that come with that."
His Catholic faith he described as the "essence of my life. It was
never not there."
He was a wonderful father, always devoting Saturdays to his
three daughters when we were growing up. He'd take us to
movies and when we were younger and new to Sydney he'd
take us down to Double Bay to browse in a bookstore. Then
we'd buy hamburgers and chips and cokes, which our mother
would not have allowed, and went to Centennial Park to picnic
under a tree and read our books.
Books are part of a lot of my memories of my father. One of my
earliest is from New York's Flushing Meadow park, when I must
have been about two years old, sitting on the grass next to a
duck pond, with my father and mother stretched out nearby in
the sun, reading their books.
Our family moved a lot, dropping daughters off in various cities
along the way, from New York to London, to Tokyo, to Perth, to
Sydney, to New York, to Chicago, back to New York and finally
to Sydney. Every time we moved it was the books that were the
logistical challenge. They had to be culled and packed and the
bookcases dismantled and room to be found at the other end.
Househunting was always done with books in mind.
One of my sisters once spent a week sorting all the books in the
house out alphabetically and by theme, with neat little stickers
telling you where you were. Daddy didn't say anything negative
about this labour of love, but he never put the books where they
were supposed to go and they soon resumed a random order.
But for someone with an imperfect sense of direction, he had
the knack of being able to locate a book in any room of the
house. He had a perfect real time map of all our books in his
head. And he could locate a passage or a quote remarkably
quickly in any one of them.
Another early book related memory was when my younger sister
Ros was born in Tokyo, when I was 5. My mother was in
hospital for a few days with the new baby and as he did with
most things Daddy turned our fending for ourselves into a
festive event. Each night we would sit down to a candlelit dinner
of caviar and toast and champagne for him, coke for me, and
companionably read our books.
He was an early adopter of technology despite being very right
brained. He embraced email early on, firing off witty two line
missives to friends around the world every day, all in lower
case. I miss his emailed one line critiques of my columns,
always generous. The worst he would say is solid. He would
always find the best in us.
He did the same with each of his six grandchildren, finding in
each one a special thing to share, and would divine unique and
exceptional qualities in each which he would share at lunch with
exasperated friends like Paddy McGuinness.
He taught my 10-year son Frank how to cook barramundi on a
BBQ, uncork a bottle of wine and play poker. I once arrived after
work to pick him up and found the two of them playing a high
stakes hand with $500 in cash spread on the table between
them.
A mad cricket tragic with a bookcase full of dogeared Wisdens
his only success at passing on the bug was with my 14 year old
son, Tom with whom he spent hours in the back yard on bowling
practice and who he once took to all five days of the Ashes at
the SCG.
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When Tom became fed up with English classes in which he was
being told to add adjectives to his sentences, my father urged
him to read Shakespeare, specifically Henry's speech on the
night before the battle of Agincourt in Henry V and Prospero's
final speech in The Tempest and "consider what marvellous
eloquence can be achieved with minimal use of qualifiers"
He emailed the concluding lines of the Agincourt speech, with
the observation that they contained just two adjectives:
"We few, we happy few, we band of brothers. For he today that
sheds his blood with me shall be my brother, be he n'er so vile,
this day shall gentle his condition, and gentlemen of England
now abed shall think themselves accursed that they were not
here and hold their manhood cheap while any speaks that
fought with us upon St Crispin's day ..."
He told me he put the St Crispin's day speech on the
noticeboard of the NY post newsroom when it looked as if paper
might fold and job offers were being made to its better
operators. Only one bailed out, he said proudly.
I don't think he ever wrote a trivial thing. Every word was
crafted.
When we were going though some of my father's papers from
his time in Tokyo we found a copy of the minutes he wrote for
the October 5 1967 board meeting of the Foreign
Correspondents Club of Japan. While they were a concise and
informative record of the times they also build up, subtly,
without you realising, into a comedic tour de force. You begin
smiling about half way through, when the subject of children
being allowed in the club arose.
"A. Adams suggested that string quartet ... be engaged for
dancing once a month and that a place be set aside in the club
for members to bring their children on Sunday evenings.
"D. Conde recalled that regular members had children.
"J. Cohn declared himself opposed to children. He said a step
such as that proposed by Mr Adams would turn the place into an
American Club.
"F Devine said that a club didn't become an American Club just
because it let children in. Many people who were not Americans
had children."
In the club history "Foreign Correspondents in Japan" my father
was remembered as "entirely a cool-headed man".
He loved Tokyo but America was always boundlessly exciting to
him.
He wrote about his early curiosity in his book Older and Wiser.
(Did I mention it's for sale after the talk?)
"One morning when I was 12" he wrote, my father woke me
shortly after daybreak to tell me that the American president
Franklin Roosevelt had died. My eyes stayed open long enough
to note tearstains on my father's cheeks before I fell effortlessly
back to sleep. However my father's distress over the death of a
politician at the far ends of the earth may have subliminally
reorganised my brain while I slept. I awoke with an intense
curiosity about American politics... "
Covering the American civil rights movement, as a foreign
correspondent in New York in the early 1960s my father thought
was the greatest assignment of his life.
He wrote a piece recalling those days for the Chicago Sun TImes
in 1986 while he was editor:
"Martin Luther King Jr. was a wily and political man, like his
exemplar, Mohandas K. Gandhi. And, like the mahatma, who
won freedom for India, King had the capacity to be inspired by
people who followed him and this, on occasion, enabled him to
transcend politics. The cunning politician and the inspired leader
were both in evidence during King's confrontation with Eugene
"Bull" Connor, police chief of Birmingham, Alabama, in the late
spring of 1963.
"A cynical and egotistical man, Connor was part of a lame-duck
city administration with only a few weeks of its term to run. The
local black community believed it could negotiate with the
incoming administration for an end to Birmingham's iniquitous
Jim Crow regulations and customs.
"King came to town, however, and persuaded Birmingham's
blacks to take to the street in nonviolent protest against

segregation - in effect, to step up the pressure in a battle a
number of local blacks felt they had already won.
"Was King deliberately seeking to provoke white extremists, in
particular the impulsive and theatrical Connor? Many observers
thought
so.
"In any case, Connor responded with a flourish. His highpressure hoses knocking down well-dressed black men and
women and his snarling police dogs menacing them are among
the most enduring images of the '60s.
"I think Connor knew he was being finessed, but the realization
just made him more ornery. He took to holding impromptu press
conferences each afternoon in Kelly Ingram Park, on the edge of
Birmingham's downtown black quarter, barking out racist
nonsense in a perverse parody of redneck bigotry.
"Thus, "Bull" Connor became America's arch-villain and King a
super-hero. Before Birmingham, King had a number of rivals for
leadership of the black civil rights movement. After Birmingham,
he was its leader supreme.
"But it was the people King led who made the clash more than
an exercise in political manipulation and inspired King to a
moment of high drama.
"These black men and women of Birmingham came to each
frightening encounter with firehoses and dogs in a spirit of . . .
gift-bearing. That is something hard to explain in these lessgiving '80s, but, as a young reporter in the early '60s, it seemed
to me that black Americans were not so much demanding rights
as offering their country, in proof of their trust in it, a gift of a
rich and special culture. In effect, they were saying: Until now
our lives have been hidden from you. But look at how much we
have to offer."
He writes of the "a terrible and marvellous thing" King did some
time later when, "Very deliberately, he stepped into the street
and began to walk toward the armed troopers."
"Neither he nor his followers showed the slightest fear as they
advanced toward the barricade and the observer on the
sidelines found himself both stirred by their courage and fearful
that a calamity was in the making. This march was not against
fire hoses, but against guns.
"A tubby man in trooper's uniform stepped around the barricade
and, matching courage with courage, walked toward King. When
they stood chest to chest, the trooper said, "Mr. King, you must
go back.
"For a long, breathless moment King made no response. Then
he turned to face his followers, raised his arms and began to
sing: "We are not afraid . . . "
"Haltingly, others took up the melody. King gestured vigorously:
Go back.
"The crowd turned and began to walk away, in triumph, from
the temptation to violence, singing: Deep in my heart, Lord
I do believe . . .
"It was a desolate feeling to be just an observer, to be left out
of such a moment of giving."
While working for the Digest in America in the 1980s he was
simultaneously approached by Kerry Packer and Rupert
Murdoch. Rupert won and my father was appointed editor of the
Chicago Sun-Times.
He loved Chicago, and our apartment downtown on East Cedar
street became a convivial hub of dinner parties for journalists
and other Chicagoans my parents found interesting. He would
invite people home for dinner and my mother, a West Australian
country girl used to feeding shearers, would cater seemingly
effortlessly and with great good cheer for the extra guests.
He set his reporters the task of aggressively chasing local stories
of the kind that had made Chicago "a great newspaper town" as
one reporter said.
His proudest achievement was a campaign the paper ran for a
year to get a new public library for Chicago after the old library
had collapsed and the books were being stored unsuitably in an
old warehouse. The Harold Washington library is now one of the
finest public libraries in the country.
The rapid improvement of the sun Times had Newsweek write
about Murdoch's "surprise success" an article which enraged
rival editor Jim Squires of the Chicago Tribune, who marched all
over town denouncing Newsweek and the sun times.
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My father enjoyed the combat. He fired off this letter to the
Northwestern Review:
"In the runaway growth of his self importance Jim Squires
reminds me of the gourmand who exploded at the table in
Monty Python and the Meaning of Life. I am astonished by his
claim to your interviewer that I came to Chicago (to edit the
Sun-Times) and said to him I am going to get me some local
issue and pick a fight with you on it. No such saying was ever
said by me. In the first place I never speak in the Dogpatch
patois alleged.
"More importantly, no action in my entire life has been even
faintly motivated by the desire to prompt a reaction of any kind
from Jim Squires. In this I am pleased to observe I appear to be
at one with the universe."
He could eviscerate people with words so gently they barely
knew what was happening.
He collapsed in the newsroom one day from a brain embolism
and was revived with CPR by two reporters before being taken
to hospital by ambulance, with local TV stations demanding to
know his time of death, one of several close calls with death.
When asked afterwards by a Chicago news magazine if he were
a lucky man, he said: Yeah, but I expect to be. I'm a
Sagittarian. I once read the distinctive qualities of Sagittarians
are that they are lucky charming and unscrupulous so I would
not be surprised if the clot missed my brain and hit somebody
else's".
The reporter Suzy Shultz who helped revive him said at the time
"He was a gentleman throughout the whole thing. You don't lose
your character. The first things he said [when he came to] were
I'm very sorry".
His managing editor Ken Towers said that he peppered them
with ideas when he got back to work. "He'd been reading and
thinking the whole time in hospital. It's impossible to keep him
down for any length of time."
HIS FIRST BOOK IN 1998, unfortunately out of print or I would
urge it upon you, was published by Michael Duffy. Called The
Quick Brown Fox, it was a compendium of columns on language
he wrote for The Australian after he ceased being editor.
He wrote about all sorts of things to do with English language,
such as EAI or Excessive Acronym Infliction, "A modern
syndrome with bureaucrats chiefly to blame."
He also wrote a column for the Australian's opinion page until
his supposed retirement at 70.
In 2003 he was "ordered back to light duties" as he described it
by the editor of the Australian Chris Mitchell, with a smaller
weekly column on the features page, which was topical and
often prescient.
Last February for instance, he wrote about Kevin Rudd's essay
in the Monthly:
"While identifying the motives of our tightly stitched PM is a
Sisyphean task, The Monthly "essay" has attributes of a false
trail designed to lure critics away from practical consideration of
his policies and actions, and draw them into a purposeless
ideological debate.
"It is also radiant with the grandiosity that has marked Rudd's
first year in office: from his pretence of harnessing to our

governance of Australia's thousand finest minds, through his
plan to lead the world to nuclear disarmament and Asia into an
economic community, to his rapidly fading scheme for
combating global warming...
"The cloudiness of the Prime Minister's verbal statements is
becoming an Australian cultural signpost. I have often heard
people more generous spirited than I ask with sincere
puzzlement after listening to a Rudd broadcast: "But what did
he say?"
"Given the effort he has put into linguistic achievement, I
sometimes wonder if the Prime Minister thinks in Mandarin and
has trouble translating."
He also continued writing a monthly essay for Quadrant. His
book Older and Wiser- did I mention that? is a collection of
those essays."
One of our favourite essays in the book is Popping ifty Corks,
written on the 50th anniversary of his and mum's marriage.
It's a warts and all treatment of two people he describes as
battling control freaks. He ends on a characteristically optimistic
note:
"My experience is that intimacy is there from the start in a long
happy marriage. Reticence falls away quite quickly. Trust builds
progressively.
"We over-reached once to the edge of financial ruin. There were
opportunities for finger pointing and blame laying, of which
neither of us even considered availing ourselves. Instead we
comforted each other and together made plans for recovery.
The locking stone of total trust fell into place.
"As a fifty-year veteran I find great pleasure in watching
youngish couples in marriages that have the spark respond to
each other after short separations, getting back from soccer
practice, for instance, or after foraging at oppoite ends of the
mall. Their faces light up and their movements almost
imperceptibly quicken. A special vitality is restored by their
coming together.
"Sometimes I have to make an effort to restrain myself
from telling them: "With luck, it will get even better."
My father was a literary journalist, and his essays contain gems
of observation and character. He saw a story in everything.
Even in the weeks before he died when he was in the
Greenwich pallaitive care unit, he found out that his doctor was
the son of a former Afghan president and his nurse has escaped
from Zimbabwe with her grandchildren. He was excited by his
conversations with them and said he wished he had a bit more
time so he could write a book about the wonderful people he
had met there.
He died last July, of prostate cancer, with his boots on, having
only a couple of months before hung up his pen, on his own
terms, at peace with God and the world. He had only two
regrets, that he didn't get to see the Ashes or hold his last book
Older and Wiser, which was published soon afterwards.
The first edition sold out in weeks.
Did I mention his book is for sale up the back?!
He would have loved nothing better than a best seller.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/in-memory-offrank-devine/story-e6frg6nf-1225831083407
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Austria Sends Jewish Historian to Jail After He Exposes Holocaust Crimes
Rafael Medoff / JNS.org

The Queen Maria Theresia Monument in Vienna, Austria.
Photo: Wikimedia Commons.

JNS.org – An Austrian Jewish historian and journalist named
Stephan Templ is scheduled to soon begin serving a year in
government prison. Officially, he is accused of misrepresenting
information in his family’s application for restitution as victims of
Nazism. But there are grounds to fear that he is being punished
for exposing Austria’s failure to return seized property to its
Jewish owners.
Templ’s story is entangled in the troubling history of Austria’s
resistance to paying restitution and returning property. Since
the day World War II ended, Austrians have claimed that they
were not partners of the Nazis but were actually “the first
victims of Nazism.”
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This attitude was most memorably reflected in a dispute that
erupted during the filming of the movie “The Sound of Music” in
Salzburg in 1964. Part of the story takes place after the Nazis
had taken over Austria, so the filmmakers wanted to display
Nazi flags on the homes in those scenes. The Salzburg
authorities initially refused to permit the flags to be filmed, lest
it appear that the town had willingly sided with the Nazis. They
relented only after the producers threatened to use actual
newsreel footage that showed the cheering crowds which
greeted Hitler and his army when they marched into Austria in
1938.
By maintaining the “we-were-victims-too” fiction, the Austrians
created a kind of loophole to avoid paying restitution. Because if
Austria was a victim, it was helpless to prevent the Nazis from
persecuting the Jews, and therefore could not be held legally or
financially responsible for making amends now.
Attempts by Jewish organizations to persuade postwar Austrian
governments to consider paying restitution ran into a stone wall
of opposition. At one 1953 meeting, after Austrian Chancellor
Julius Raab complained about Austria’s alleged victimization,
World Jewish Congress chairman Nahum Goldmann sarcastically
remarked, “Yes, Herr Chancellor, that is why I have come to ask
you how much money the Jews owe the Austrians.”
In 1962, the Austrian government finally agreed to one token
payment of just $22-million to some Holocaust survivors; but it
also provided compensation to some former Nazi officials.
It took more than thirty years of international pressure and
protests to finally bring about the establishment of the Austrian
National Fund, which since 1995 has provided a very modest
one-time payment of $5,700 each to approximately 28,500
Austrian-born Holocaust survivors around the world. Beginning
in 2001, another $7,000 each was paid to about 20,000
survivors for the loss of property. Needless to say, these sums

were in many cases but a small fraction of the value of the
property that was confiscated.
All of which brings us to Stephan Templ, who together with his
colleague Tina Walzer in 2001 authored a book called Unser
Wien, or “Our Vienna.” The title mimicked the city’s official
newsletter for tourists. The book’s subtitle: “Aryanization,
Austrian-Style.”
In a devastating chapter on “The Topography of Robbery,”
Templ and Walzer listed hundreds of Vienna businesses that
were stolen from Jews, with no restitution paid. The list included
many of the city’s most famous hotels, movie theaters,
restaurants, pharmacies, and estates. The book named both
former and current owners, thereby exposing a number of
prominent Austrians who have been living on Jewish property
that was either stolen outright or purchased at gunpoint for a
pittance.
The Austrian government and public were outraged by the book.
Templ was widely accused of trying to “undermine Austria.” The
truth, of course, was that he had performed a great service by
exposing those who were profiting from theft. But soon Templ
himself would become a victim.
In 2005, Templ filed a claim for restitution concerning a hospital
to which his elderly mother was the rightful heir. Because of a
long running feud between his mother and her sister, Templ did
not list the sister’s name in his application. The matter no doubt
could have been resolved by the family members in civil court.
Instead, the Austrian government chose to prosecute Templ for
“criminal fraud.” Convicted and sentenced to a one-year jail
term, Templ’s appeals have been exhausted and his prison term
is scheduled to commence shortly.
https://www.algemeiner.com/2015/09/22/austriasends-jewish-historian-to-jail-after-he-exposesholocaust-crimes/

________________________________________________
Volkswagen diesel scandal: Why VW’s reputation may never recover
Simon English, The Times, September 23, 2015 2:16PM

Five Things on the Volkswagen Emissions Scandal
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As corporate scandals go, this is up there with the
worst. The characteristics of the very juiciest
company corruptions have these things in common:
they start with a punchy American watchdog on
the lookout for trouble; they expand at rapid speed
— from 0 to 60 in five seconds, you could say.
And lastly, they never end with just one business. They
spread across town — entire industries that once had
decent reputations are quickly seen as dirty and devious.
The banking crisis may have started with one bank,
Lehman Brothers, but it turned out that the rest of them
were up to the same or similar.
If the other car companies really are as clean as they
protest, they have enormous legal claims to make
against VW for the sales they lost while it was faking
greenery.
The thing about other corporate scandals of the past 20
years though, was that they were hard for folk to get
their heads around. Enron, WorldCom and Royal Bank of
Scotland were up to bad stuff but you have to go to
Google to remember exactly what they were doing.
Libor and foreign exchange fixing involved far greater
amounts of money and you could just about persuade
people that these scandals were to do with mortgages
and holiday money, even if that was a stretch. This
scandal is much closer to home. Indeed, it is probably
sitting in your garage. VW may never recover from the
blow to its reputation.

Arndt Ellinghorst, the car analyst at the investment bank
Evercore, said that VW’s antics were “worthy of a backstreet garage looking to get a used car” through an MOT
(roadworthy test).
It’s a pithy quote, but it underplays what may turn out to
be a serious crime. From what VW has already admitted,
it’s not much of a leap to say that its actions have
arguably contributed to hundreds or thousands of deaths
from pollution.
BP might have been negligent over the Deepwater
Horizon spill in Mexico and many people suffered, but the
direct deaths from the initial explosion were 11.
Where does this disgrace end? Perhaps with the end of
the diesel engine altogether, which let’s not forget is
more efficient than conventional unleaded and produces
fewer carbon emissions, whatever some might say.
One last thought: are the American watchdogs also going
after their own large car companies? If Ford and GM
aren’t also in the frame here, the German giant might
think that, however badly it has behaved, it is a victim of
protectionism.
No one will or should feel remotely sorry for VW.
More VW scandal hits 11m cars
THE TIMES
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/volkswa
gen-diesel-scandal-why-vws-reputation-may-neverrecover/story-fnb64oi6-1227540441565

____________________________________________________

HUGO and BRUNO will help men...
Hedonistic inversion outs itself as mainstream ...
All men are equal: no hetro-bi-homosexual anymore ...
-----------------What’s this? Potential harm from massage?
If you think you have prostate problems, it's really important to check with your doctor first to see if a
prostate massage is ideal or potentially harmful.
********

The benefits of prostate massages

Prostate massage: the secret to a better love life?
Matty Silver, September 15, 2015
Over the last year several of my clients have shown curiosity
about prostate massages, apparently a new hot trend in male
sexuality, whether heterosexual, bisexual or homosexual.
Several health professionals are recommending prostate
massage as a preventive health practice, and some men are
reporting it gives them the best orgasms they have ever
experienced.
In some Asian countries, prostate massage therapy is widely
practised by men to enhance their sexual performance. A side
benefit may be the fact Asian men tend to have lower rates of
prostate cancer. Historically, men who had many wives or
mistresses hired monks or doctors to administer prostate
massages to help ensure they could perform sexually.
The prostate is a walnut-sized gland located between the
bladder and the penis in front of the rectum. The urethra runs
through the centre of the prostate, from the bladder to the
penis, letting urine flow out of the body. The prostate secretes
fluid that nourishes and protects sperm. During ejaculation it
squeezes this fluid into the urethra and it is expelled with sperm
as semen.
The prostate is responsible for regulating much of male sexual
functioning. It produces prostatic fluid, which is an important
component of semen and a contributor to higher fertility. The

prostate also helps men experience more satisfying sexual
encounters and can be an important component in sexual
dysfunction, such as loss of erections or ejaculatory problems. It
is affected strongly by the testosterone levels produced in the
testes.
So why is regular prostate massage healthy and what are the
benefits?
It helps eliminate the build-up of prostatic fluid in the prostate
gland ducts, which can lead to prostatitis, a painful inflammation
of the prostate.
It improves blood flow to the prostate which helps the gland
produce the fluid that mixes with semen and increases
circulation, helping with impotence.
It can help prevent BPH (Benign prostatic hyperplasia), also
known as an enlarged prostate, which can lead to difficulty in
urinating and cause bladder infections if the urine backs up into
the bladder.
It may be helpful in minimising painful ejaculation.
It may help keep the prostate functioning properly which may
prevent or reduce a man's risk of getting prostate cancer.
It may increase the intensity of ejaculation, heightening sexual
experience.
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If you think you have prostate problems, it's really
important to check with your doctor first to see if a
prostate massage is ideal or potentially harmful
There are two types of prostate massages, internal and
external. Due to religious or personal choice, some men find the
back side a bit of a taboo and others do not wish to be naked.
For them there is a device on the market that can be used fully
clothed and is reasonably priced.
Some men can experience the benefits of prostate stimulation
through the perineum, the area between the testes and anus.
The prostate gland becomes very sensitive when a man is
sexually aroused and the right pressure on it during the few
moments before orgasm will feel amazing. It can be a good
option for beginners who aren't yet that comfortable with
internal massage.
Because of this new trend, the pages of online sex toy stores
are advertising prostate massagers in all shapes and sizes. If
you buy products, just be careful to ensure they are phthalatesfree, which means they are hypo-allergenic and body safe.
Swedish brand LELO one of the most innovative sex-toy
companies in the world, has designed three new prostate
massagers.
This video shows prostate stimulator HUGO and prostate
vibrator BRUNO for men. And this video shows LOKI, which is a
great toy that can be used by couples.

Experienced US sexuality educators Charlie Glickman and Aislinn
Emirzian wrote a book The Ultimate Guide to Prostate
Pleasure which helps men and women figure out how prostate
play works.
If you are a heterosexual man, prostate pleasure may feel like a
taboo. This fear stems from the myth that only gay man practice
anal play. Some women may be concerned that if their partners
like this massage they may be secretly gay or bisexual. This
belief is not only homophobic, but also not true at all.
But the outing of the prostate as a potential organ of pleasure –
regardless of sexuality – will free gay and bisexual men of the
burden of representing all male anal pleasure.
Matty Silver is a relationship counsellor and sex therapist
http://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/life/the-benefits-ofprostate-massages-20150914-gjmla6.html
[Interestingly, if the prostrate count is up for pilots, there
is a compulsory digital testing of the prostrate. That the
prostrate gland’s health has absolutely nothing to do with
assessing flying competence is admitted by the
bureaucrats in Canberra-based Civil Aviation Authority.
Any pilot who refuses the digital anal violation will not
pass his medical test.
What is behind this insistence of anal penetration?- ed.
AI]

___________________________________________
Jewish ‘Harry Potter’ star shaves head for neo-Nazi role
Daniel Radcliffe shows off his shaven scalp on his Google+ page;
filming of ‘Imperium’ begins next week
By Gabe Friedman September 25, 2015, 4:28 am

Daniel Radcliffe of "Harry Potter" fame cuts his hair for a
new role as an FBI undercover agent infiltrating a neoNazi group. (screen capture/Radcliffe's Google+ page)
Gone are the days of Daniel Radcliffe’s shaggy “Harry Potter”
hair. The Jewish actor’s new look is a neo-Nazi skinhead
shave.
Radcliffe, 26, is preparing to act in the upcoming film
“Imperium” as an undercover FBI agent who infiltrates a neoNazi group that is planning to build a dirty bomb. The British
actor showed off the look on his Google+ page.

Radcliffe has worn several different hairstyles in the past,
ranging from short to bushy. He has also occasionally sported a
healthy amount of facial hair.
The Internet was shocked at his latest look, to say the least.
“Imperium,” whose filming begins next week and which is set
for a release in 2016, is partly based on the real-life experience
of former FBI agent Michael German, who co-wrote the script
with director Daniel Ragussis. German has criticized the FBI for
not doing enough to bring white supremacist groups to justice.
“Imperium” is not the only film the busy star is working on. In
recent months, according to the Independent, he has been
filming “Victor Frankenstein” with fellow British actor James
McAvoy and a surreal indie comedy “Swiss Army Man” about a
homeless man stranded in the wilderness.
The innocent “Harry Potter” era seems to be long gone.
http://www.timesofisrael.com/jewish-harry-potter-starshaves-his-head-for-neo-nazi-role/

_________________________________________
Malaysia warns of planned terrorist attack
Lindsay Murdoch, South-East Asia correspondent for Fairfax Media,
September 25, 2015 - 10:42AM
through its smartraveller.gov.au website issued a specific
warning of an attack in the Alor Street hawker area in Kuala
Lumpur on Thursday. It is unusual for an Australian advisory to
be so specific.

Police investigate the scene at the Erawan Shrine after an
explosion in Bangkok,Thailand, on August 17. Photo: AP
Bangkok: Authorities in Malaysia's capital Kuala Lumpur have
credible information about a planned terrorist attack amid
concern about growing support for Islamic State among Muslim
extremists across south-east Asia. The Australian government

A Thai policeman patrols with a bomb-sniffing dog at a
night market in Bangkok last month. Photo: AP
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The US issued a similar warning, saying terrorist organisations
have in the past planned attacks to coincide with significant
dates on the calendar.
Malaysian police have been on high alert following the arrest of
10 suspected militants in multiple raids across the country in the
past month, including an armed auxiliary police officer who
handled security screening at Kuala Lumpur's international
airport.

Workers build a dam from sandbags last month as they
attempt to seal off a canal to search for remnants of an
explosive device thrown into the canal Photo: AP
Malaysia's inspector-general of police Khalid Abu Bakar said the
suspects were believed to be plotting an attack on Malaysian soil
and were collecting funds to assist Islamic State members
wanting to travel to Syria.
Five of those arrested are military personnel. The eight men and
two women are being held by Malaysia's anti-terrorism division
in six locations. One of them is a kindergarten teacher.
Earlier this year Malaysia's government unveiled laws allowing
terror suspects to be detained up to two years without trial.

Thai Prime MIinister Prayuth Chan-Ocha earlier this
month. Photo: Bloomberg

Indonesia's counter-terrorism chief Saud Usman Nasution
warned last week that Islamic State has been collaborating with
people-smugglers to bring militants from Malaysia to secret
training camps in the Poso region of central Sulawesi.
"So we need to stay vigilant, more so because there is
information that in Malaysia, there are thousands, a lot of
terrorist fighters there who are about to be deployed – we don't
know where to – under the network," he told the ABC.
Hundreds of Islamic State fighters from south-east Asian nations
are known to have formed a unit called Katibah Nusantara or
Malay Archipelago Combat Unit.
Singapore's prime minister Lee Hsien Loong warned recently
that south-east Asia has emerged as a "key recruitment centre"
for Islamic State. Mr Lee referred to terrorist plots in Malaysia
and the pledging of support by local radical groups to Islamic
State.
"It is not far-fetched that ISIS (Islamic State) could establish a
base somewhere in the region, in a geographical area under its
physical control like Syria or Iraq … that would pose a serious
threat to the whole region," he said. "The threat is no longer
over there; it is over here."
Indonesia's president Joko Widodo has also said that Islamic
State is Indonesia's biggest international concern and that the
issue comes up in every discussion he has with regional leaders.
Malaysian police have detained eight people, including four
believed to the ethnic Uighurs from western China, in connection
with last month's bombing of a shrine in Bangkok. They are
believed to have helped bombing suspects to leave Thailand.
The smartraveller.gov.au website also warns Australians to
avoid travelling to coastal areas of eastern Sabah on Borneo
island where it says there is a continuing high threat of
kidnapping by extremists based in the southern Philippines.
A Norwegian manager of a luxury resort, two Canadians and a
Filipino were kidnapped earlier this week on the southern
Philippine resort island of Samal.
The perpetrators are believed to be from a kidnapping-forransom gang.
http://www.smh.com.au/world/malaysia-warns-ofplanned-terrorist-attack-20150924-gjumgw.html

THE REAL MOTIVE BEHIND
THE VOLKSWAGEN
"SCANDAL"

By Mike King
All The News That Sulzberger's Propaganda Rag Saw Fit To Distort
.
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A Daily Web Page Summary of the Dirty Lies, Glaring Omissions,
Half Truths & Globalist Bias of The NY Times Front Page Headlines
"We read and rebut their vile crap so you won't have to!"
*****************************************

NY Times: A Car Scandal Shoves Berlin Off High Ground
By ALISON SMALE
Germany, known as obedient to rules, finds its identity shaken as its claim to moral leadership of Europe
has been tarnished after repeatedly urging other nations to welcome migrants.

REBUTTAL BY

There are two interesting facets to this mega-hyped
"scandal" involving Volkswagen and its rigging of
emission tests on its diesel cars. The more obvious point
is that the increase in the production of diesel cars is the
direct result of the tyranny of the Global Warming Cult.
Because diesel cars emit slightly less plant food (CO2)
than regular petrol cars, more and more of them are
being produced and sold. This is in accordance with the
Kyoto Protocol of 1997.
Apart altogether from the fact that Global Warming - TM
is a total hoax, this transition to diesel cars is especially
troubling because they spew out much more nitrogen
oxide and nitrogen dioxide than regular cars. These
gases truly can be damaging because they carry more
particulates — minute particles that penetrate lungs,
brains and hearts. Diesels are also mostly responsible for
increases in air pollution in major European cities, a
particularly serious worry for people who suffer from
asthma.

What irony!
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Whereas CO2 emissions (plant food!) are good for the
environment; emissions from diesel engines- especially
in large cities - can be deadly. So, why is the EU pushing
diesel?
The other, more significant aspect to this story that we
wish to explore (because Sulzberger's Slimes sure as hell
won't) is the question of whether or not this latest attack
on German industry is part of yet another "Sicilian
message" to Germany - the first one being the assault on
Lufthansa for not screening out a "suicide pilot" who - as
the false-flag fairy tale goes - deliberately crashed his
plane, killing 149, because he was "depressed".
Corporatist Germany, you see, is very closely aligned
with both its airline and its auto industries. Indeed, the
state of Lower Saxony, where VW is headquartered,
owns about 20 percent of the company. Therefore, an
attack on a major German industry is an attack on
Germany itself.
A telling excerpt from the article:
“The saying is, when Wolfsburg has a sniffle, the whole
state gets sick,” said Rebecca Harms, a prominent
deputy for the Greens in the European Parliament, who
grew up in Lower Saxony. Now “its reputation is really
damaged. This is a catastrophe, not just for Lower
Saxony but for a global enterprise” with 600,000
employees, she said.
But for all Germany’s pride in efficiency and rectitude,
that nation’s vulnerability was exposed this year when
the co-pilot of a Germanwings jet crashed into a French
mountainside, deliberately killing himself and the other
149 people on board.
The chairman of Lufthansa, Germanwings’ parent
company, initially insisted that the company had done
everything right, and that there was no way that it could
have foreseen the suicidal tendencies of the co-pilot."

potentially deadly) Cold War 2.0 nonsense. Additional,
and recent confirmation of this reality comes to us from
Russia Insider, which published a piece just last week
entitled & subtitled as follows:
**********
Germany May Be Leaving the US Anti-Syria
Coalition
RI comment: To think the German government has
abandoned the US and NATO would be overly optimistic,
but it is clear Germany is getting tired of absorbing the
costs of Washington's wars – whether in terms of billions
of lost trade and jobs due to sanctions, or having to
absorb millions of refugees from Syria.
(full story -- here)
**********
Right on cue - within a matter of days - a massive EPA
and piranha press hit piece is unleashed against
Volkswagen (The People's Wagon) originally sketched by
the genius Hitler himself -- but we digress. It does
indeed appear that Vladimir Putin was right after all,
when he made the stunning allegation, back in 2014,
that America was practicing "blackmail":
"There are reports that a number of world leaders
are getting undisguisedly blackmailed. It is not
without reason that the 'Big Brother' is spending
billions of dollars on surveillance around the world,
including on their closest allies." (here)
Trust our judgment on this one. This "scandal" ain't
about "emissions". Sulzberger knows it, Putin knows,
manly Merkel knows it, and now, our beloved readers
know it -- although many of you probably already
suspected it. The only question is, which way will Angry
Angie turn?

April, 2015: German Wings / Lufthansa took a heavy hit. - September, 2015: Now it's Volkswagen.

We here at The Anti-New York Times have stated, on
several past occasions, that although the Frumpy Frau of
Germany is America's wholly owned neo-Marxist bitch,
her heart - along with the hearts, minds and wallets of
the German business class and the German people were never really into this mutually harmful (and

The Frumpy Frau with the NSA-monitored cell phone is in
a tough spot. You should have stayed home and had a
family, Angie. Then you wouldn't be in this mess.
The VW represented Hitler's dream of making cars
affordable for all Germans.
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1- With Ferdinand Porche on left

2- Hitler's original sketch

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times
today that Volkswagen was rigging its emission tests.
Boobus Americanus 2: What a scandal! That's
disgraceful. They ought to put the CEO in jail.
***

"You %$#@ imbeciles! This sso-called 'sscandal' is all
about keeping the Germanss under control!"
(Let us hope and pray for the day when occupied
Germany rediscovers itself.)

http://tomatobubble.com/id898.html

_________________________________________________

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1&v=CSWXY7iO5Jw
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* What about the non-playing soccer USA initiating
Swiss prosecutors have raided Mr Blatter's offices in
proceedings against Sepp Blatter? His office has been
Zurich and opened criminal proceedings against the 79raided by Swiss prosecutors amid criminal proceedings.
year-old.
Mr
Blatter
is
suspected
of
criminal
The corruption scandal at soccer's world governing body
mismanagement and making a disloyal payment. Updated
has reached the organisation's president, Sepp Blatter.
11AM, 26 September 2015 –
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http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-26/seppblatters-office-raided-by-swiss-prosecutors/6806994
*Balloons instead of airbags? Is this for real?

VW-Skandal weitet sich aus:

Autos mit Luftballons statt Airbag ausgestattet

Die
Vorwürfe sind vernichtend: Volkswagen soll bei seinen
Dieselautos nicht nur die Abgaswerte manipuliert haben,
sondern auch die Ausstattung. Bei zahlreichen Modellen
wurden ab 2014 statt Airbags nur noch Luftballons
eingebaut.
„Wir haben unseren Augen nicht getraut, als wir im Labor die
neuen VW-Modelle mit einem Crashtest-Dummy am Fahrersitz
gegen eine Wand krachen ließen“, erzählt ein Techniker der
zuständigen US-Behörde. Dann zeigt er uns den roten
Gummifetzen, der im vollkommen zerstörten Gesicht der Puppe
klebt. Aus dem Armaturenbrett schnellte beim Aufprall kein
rettender Airbag, sondern ein Luftballon.
Wobei: Schnell ging es in den wenigsten Fällen. Vielen Modellen
ging beim Aufblasvorgang des Luftballons die Luft aus, der
Motor begann zu stottern, sie mussten über den Vergaser immer
wieder Luft holen und benötigten bis zu zehn Minuten, um die
Luftballons vollständig aufzublasen.
Die Firma VW gestand die Vorwürfe inzwischen ein, weist jedoch
darauf hin, „dass die Luftballons mit Konfetti gefüllt waren, was
erstens den Aufprall deutlich abmildere, und zweitens das an
sich tragische Ereignis eines Unfalles durch den bunten
Konfettireigen humorvoll auflockere.“
Wie skrupellos der Konzern tatsächlich vorging, erzählt ein
ehemaliger Ingenieur des Unternehmens, der die Manipulationen
nicht mehr mittragen wollte: „Zuletzt wurden dem Vorstand
sogar die Luftballons zu teuer und sie meinten, wir sollen
einfach nur noch Lidl-Sackerln einbauen, oder Stroh, das beim
Aufprall dem Lenker ins Gesicht geschleudert wird.“
VW weist den Vorwurf zurück, man habe deutsche Tugenden wie
Zuverlässigkeit und Perfektion verraten und den Ruf einer
ganzen Branche zerstört. „Ja, wir haben manipuliert“, gesteht
der zurückgetretene VW-Chef Winterkorn ein. „Aber wir haben
zuverlässig,
perfekt
und
mit
deutscher
Gründlichkeit
manipuliert. Fiat oder Peugeot sind doch gar nicht in der Lage,
auf so hohem Niveau zu manipulieren.“
In den USA drohen VW nun Strafzahlungen bis zu 18 Milliarden
Dollar. Der Vorstand des Autokonzerns sieht darin keine Gefahr
für das Unternehmen: Volkswagen greift auf bewährte
Strategien der Kapitalisten zurück und wird die Strafe mit
wertlosen Euros (Falschgeld) bezahlen.
http://dietagespresse.com/vw-skandal-weitet-sich-aus-autosmit-luftballons-statt-airbags-ausgestattet/

And now Greenpeace is coming into the act:
accusing VW management of being liars!

Jeder sieht die Stunde gekommen, um ein wenig EigenPR zu machen: Aktivisten von Greenpeace tauchten am
Freitag mit Pinocchio-Figuren am Tor Sandkamp vom VW
Werk in Wolfsburg auf. (Foto: dpa)

***
Volkswagen

Tsunami im Wasserglas:
Weltweite, absurde Hysterie wegen Volkswagen
Deutsche Wirtschafts Nachrichten | Veröffentlicht:
25.09.15 14:03 Uhr | 53 Kommentare
Die US-Ermittlungen gegen Volkswagen nehmen FifaDimensionen an: Eine weltweite Hysterie ist ausgebrochen, die
in keinem Verhältnis mehr zum Anlass steht. Schließlich werden
Autos für die Kunden gebaut und nicht für die Regulatoren.
Die deutsche Auto-Industrie (Reuters schreibt, anders als sonst,
von der „Auto-Lobby“ – da erkennt man, dass der Wind sich
dreht!) warnt davor, wegen des VW-Skandals Dieselfahrzeuge
grundsätzlich in Frage zu stellen. „Es handelt sich bei diesem
Vorgang in den USA, den wir sehr bedauern, nicht um ein
prinzipielles Diesel-Problem“, sagte VDA-Präsident Matthias
Wissmann bei der Abschlusspressekonferenz der Internationalen
Automobil-Ausstellung
(IAA)
in
Frankfurt.
Moderne
Dieseltechnologien seien für die Erreichung der europäischen
Klimaschutzziele unverzichtbar.
Tatsächlich sieht sich die deutsche Autodindustrie einem
globalen Tsunami gegenüber, der in keinem Verhältnis mehr
zum Ereignis steht:
Die indische Regierung hat eine Untersuchung der
Volkswagen-Abgaswerte angeordnet. „Wir wollen wissen, ob
das, was in den USA passiert ist, auch bei uns passieren könnte
oder nicht“, sagte ein Regierungsvertreter der Zeitung „Mint“.
Norwegen untersucht nun mögliche Konsequenzen der
Emissions-Manipulationen von Volkswagen. Die norwegische
Polizei ermittelt.
AW-Volkswagen und Shanghai Volkswagen, zwei chinesische
Volkswagen-Joint-Ventures, haben erklärt, vom Skandal um
manipulierte Abgaswerte nicht betroffen zu sein.
Die US-Bundesstaaten machen gemeinsam Front gegen VW.
Die Amerikaner legen nach: Der kalifornische Think Tank mit
dem furchteinflössenden Namen ICCT, der die Werte
aufgebracht hat, wird gefeiert wie die Watergate-Enthüller
(siehe das entsprechende Video am Anfang des Artikels). Das
ICCT eskaliert weiter und behauptet in einer aktualisierten
Studie, dass auch der CO2-Ausstoß in echten Fahrsituationen
um rund 40 Prozent über den Hersteller-Angaben aus Labortests
liegt. Diese Differenz habe sich damit seit 2001 vervierfacht.
Seit 2010 gebe es damit in der Realitiät praktisch keine
Reduktion des Treibhausgas-Ausstoßes bei Autos.
Die
Börsen-Auguren
haben
schon
den
nächsten
Sündenbock für einen möglichen Einbruch: Was gestern die
Fed und vorgestern China, ist nun die deutsche Auto-Industrie:
Reuters berichtet, die „weiter schwelende Affäre um
manipulierte Abgaswerte bei Volkswagen wird Experten zufolge
das Marktgeschehen bestimmen“: „Es ist aktuell schwer
abzuschätzen, wie hoch die eigentlichen Kosten für das
Unternehmen ausfallen werden“, sagt Analyst Andreas Paciorek
vom Online-Broker CMC Markets. Sollten auch andere Konzerne
in den Sog von „Dieselgate“ geraten, dürfte der wichtigen
Automobilsektor in Deutschland unter Druck geraten, unkt
Reuters. „Allein diese Unsicherheit sollte allzu ausgeprägte
Erholungsversuche im Dax noch für eine Weile im Zaum halten.“
Die Wochenbilanz des Frankfurter Börsenbarometers fiel bis
Freitagmittag mit einem Minus von rund zwei Prozent negativ
aus. Der VW-Kurs brach in dieser Zeit sogar um 30 Prozent ein.
Das ZDF hat noch nicht erkannt, dass es sich hier um
einen Tsunami im Wasserglas handelt und liefern die
aktuelle Meinungsumfrage mit: Das ZDF-Politbarometer hat
eine Umfrage zum Thema VW veröffentlicht. Danach gehen 54
Prozent der Befragten davon aus, dass die Manipulationen VW
dauerhaft schaden werden, 44 Prozent glauben das nicht. Das
Vertrauen in die Angaben von Autoherstellern ist demnach
generell nicht sehr groß: 76 Prozent sind der Meinung, dass bei
Abgaswerten sehr häufig (29 Prozent) oder häufig (48 Prozent)
Falschangaben gemacht werden.
Wenn man allerdings hört, was die Kunden denken, lässt
sie das Thema kalt: Die Internet-Anzeigenbörse AutoScout24
sieht bisher keine Auswirkungen des VW-Abgasskandals.
„Aktuell erkennen wir in Deutschland weder bei den Neu- noch
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bei den Gebrauchtwagen der VW-Diesel-Fahrzeuge einen
Nachfragerückgang. Ebenso wenig sehen wir eine spezielle
Veränderung bei den Preisen seit dem Abgasskandal“, sagt
Sebastian Lorenz, Vice President Marketing und Analytics bei
AutoScout24.
Tatsächlich geht es bei dem VW-Desaster um ein Problem
zwischen dem Unternehmen und den US-Regulatoren.
Diese sind, wie schon das Beispiel Fifa gezeigt hat, stramme
Anwälte der eigenen Wirtschaftsinteressen. VW hat, anders als
es sich jetzt im PR-Gewitter anhört, nicht die Kunden belogen,
sondern versucht, den Regulatoren im Mikrobereich des
Messbaren ein Schnippchen zu schlagen. Das Problem: Heute
entscheiden global nicht mehr die Kunden über den Erfolg eines

Produkts, sondern irgendwelche US-Behörden und ihnen
vorgeschaltete Think Tanks.
Das ist grotesk, weshalb der absurde Hysterie um VW auch als
Teil dessen gesehen werden muss, was sie wirklich ist – ein
Puzzle in einem global heiß umkämpften Markt. Und es
verschiebt die Macht vom Kunden zu staatlichen Regulatoren,
die nun von den meisten ganz unkritisch als legitime
Sittenwächter über alles und jedes wachen – vorgeblich zum
Wohle des Kunden. Das ist eine Verdrehung der Verhältnisse.
Denn eigentlich werden Autos ja für die Kunden gebaut,
und nicht für die Regulatoren.
http://deutschewirtschaftsnachrichten.de/2015/09/25/
tsunami-im-wasserglas-weltweite-absurde-hysteriewegen-volkswagen/

_______________________________________
Google Maps reveals swastika-shaped Italian villas

Inhabitants near the villas flabbergasted at disgracefully designed domains; the designer remains a mystery.
Ynetnews, 09.25.15, 10:07
In the quiet Brindisi province on the heel of Italy's boot,
anger, especially among left-wing activists, and sparked
bureaucratic and racist turmoil has recently broken out – from
demands for an investigation and explanations.
the sky.
Preliminary investigation revealed that the houses were built not
After years of the inhabitants of the villages of Specchiolla and
too long ago, in the 1990s, ruling out the possibility they had
Pantanagianni having lived peacefully, last week they looked at
been constructed at the time of the fascists.
satellite photographs on Google Maps and were amazed to
It is still not clear who was responsible for their construction,
discover that a cluster of villas between the two villages were
nor if their designer will be discovered, to determine whether it
designed in the shape of a swastika. The images aroused great
was done intentionally. It is estimated that it will be difficult to
prosecute him. Destroying the villas is not on the agenda either.

Swastika-shaped Italian villas. Photo: Google Maps
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0%2c7340%2cL-4704064%2c00.html
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Florida's Holocaust Mandate
In 1994, the Florida Legislature passed the Holocaust Education
Bill (SB 660) which amends Section 233.061 of the Florida
Statutes (Chapter 94-14, Laws of Florida), relating to required
instruction. The new law requires all school districts to
incorporate lessons on the Holocaust as part of public school
instruction. The statute reads as follows:

Florida Statute 1003.42(f)

The history of the Holocaust (1933-1945), the systematic
planned annihilation of European Jews and other groups by Nazi

Paul Berger
Paul Berger has been a staff writer at the Forward since
2011, covering crime and healthcare issues, such as sex
abuse, circumcision, and fraud. He is a fluent Russian
speaker and has reported from Russia and Ukraine. He
also likes digging into historicalmysteries.
New York City has not only stopped requiring mohels to obtain
written consent before performing a controversial circumcision
rite — the city has also stopped alerting doctors and the public
when it suspects that a mohel has infected a baby with herpes
following the ritual, known as metzitzah b’peh or MBP.
Between January 2013 and December 2014 — when the city
enforced its short-lived attempt to regulate MBP through a
consent form — each time health officials identified a neonatal
herpes infection linked to the practice, they reminded doctors of
the care and sampling procedures to follow if infants displayed
symptoms.
The alerts also brought media and public attention to the
ongoing health issues related to the practice. During that period,
there were six cases in which city health officials believed that
the ritual — in which the mohel uses his mouth to suction blood
from the circumcision wound — infected a baby with herpes.
Since 2000 MBP has been blamed for 18 cases of neonatal
herpes in New York City. Two of those babies died, and two
others suffered brain damage.
But at the beginning of 2015, under pressure from the ultraOrthodox community, the administration of New York City’s
mayor, Bill de Blasio, announced the city’s intention to revoke
the consent form regulation.
At a meeting of the city’s board of health September 9, when
the consent form regulation was officially revoked, health
commissioner Dr. Mary Bassett revealed that there had been a
case of neonatal herpes infection linked to MBP this past April.
The April case came as a surprise, because the city had never
before publicly disclosed it. Indeed, when the Forward asked the
health department several times in late August and early
September whether there had been any suspected case of
neonatal herpes related to MBP this year, health officials did not
respond.
Asked why the health department did not confirm the April case
to the Forward, the department’s press secretary, Christopher
Miller, gave no explanation. He later told the Forward in an
email that the department did not issue a health alert for the
April case because “we believed that awareness at the provider
level was sufficiently high given all the press in recent months.”

Germany, a watershed event in the history of humanity, to be
taught in a manner that leads to an investigation of human
behavior, an understanding of the ramifications of prejudice,
racism, and stereotyping, and an examination of what it means
to be a responsible and respectful person, for the purposes of
encouraging tolerance of diversity in a pluralistic society and for
nurturing and protecting democratic values and institutions.
http://flholocausteducationtaskforce.org/About/FloridaS
tatute

But media attention surrounding MBP, which is practiced
exclusively by a subset of ultra-Orthodox mohels, has been no
greater this year than in previous years.
According to a search of news articles and transcripts on
LexisNexis during 2013 and 2014, when the health department
issued five health alerts — one for each month in which it
became aware of a case or multiple cases — there were some
200 media stories about MBP and neonatal herpes.
What has changed this year is the city’s approach toward MBP.
During his 2013 election campaign, de Blasio pledged to replace
a city regulation of MBP enacted in 2012 under former mayor
Michael Bloomberg.
The regulation, which enraged the ultra-Orthodox community,
required mohels to get written consent from parents before
performing MBP.
The consent form, drafted by the city’s health department,
warned parents that MBP poses a risk of infecting their child
with herpes, which could result in brain damage or death.
Many leading ultra-Orthodox rabbis and mohels do not believe
that MBP causes herpes infection in infants.
The virus, which commonly causes cold sores, is prevalent in
more than two-thirds of adults in New York City.
Mohels say that by using the correct infection control practices,
such as gargling with mouthwash, they can prevent the spread
of the disease.
They believe that many neonatal herpes cases the city attributes
to mohels were caused by a family member or a caregiver
touching the circumcision wound with a finger or hand.
A group of mohels and ultra-Orthodox organizations sued the
city, claiming that the consent form violated a mohel’s freedom
of religion and freedom of speech.
The group failed to obtain a preliminary injunction against the
consent form in early 2013. But a federal appeals court ruled in
August 2014 that the regulation did target a religious practice
and was therefore subject to a very high level of legal scrutiny.
The regulation never faced that legal scrutiny, because the
consent form was officially scrapped this year, and the legal
case was dropped.
City officials said that in return for repealing the regulation, they
hoped to win the cooperation of the ultra-Orthodox community,
including parents who, in several recent cases, have refused to
identify a mohel suspected of infecting a child with herpes.
Health officials said that, according to the new system, the
mohel suspected of infecting an infant would submit to DNA
testing to see whether he was the source of the infection.
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A similar scheme has been in place in Rockland County, a
suburb of New York City, for a couple of years. But at the
September 9 meeting, Bassett said that the parents of the child
in the April case refused to identify the mohel who circumcised
their child.
Yerachmiel Simins, a lawyer who represents the ultra-Orthodox
community in its negotiations with the city over MBP, invoked
attorney-client privilege in not discussing details of the April
infection case with the Forward. He said the reason that the
parents failed to comply with health officials is simple: Despite
the repeal of the consent form regulation, the ultra-Orthodox
community still does not trust the city health department.
“There’s a difference in New York City between dealing with the
mayor’s office and the department of health,” he said.
Simins said that the ultra-Orthodox community has still not
come to an agreement with the health department over the
terms of the DNA protocol. He said that the ultra-Orthodox
community has been keen to conduct DNA testing on mohels for
years, but the city has “steadfastly and consistently” refused.
Asked for a response to Simins’s statement, Miller did not
respond.
Jonathan Zenilman, chief of the infectious diseases division at
Johns Hopkins University, said that by allowing the ultraOrthodox community to continue performing MBP as it did

before the consent form regulation was brought into force, the
city’s health department was being cowardly by acting in a
“pusillanimous” fashion.
“They are accepting a situation where every major expert in the
country has said this is a bad idea,” Zenilman said.
As far as the health alerts are concerned, Kenneth Bromberg,
chair of pediatrics at The Brooklyn Hospital Center, said he is
not sure it made sense to issue so many alerts regarding MBP to
begin with.
The health department issues about 40 to 50 health alerts each
year. Usually they warn about epidemics, outbreaks or seasonal
illnesses.
Bromberg, a pediatric infectious disease expert, said that
neonatal herpes infection fits none of those categories and that
therefore, after the first or second health alert on MBP, there
was probably no need for further action.
Instead, he said that it was more important to ask whether the
message about the risks of MBP is getting through to the people
who need it. Bromberg asked, “Can we protect people from
themselves?”
Contact Paul Berger at berger@forward.com or on
Twitter, @pdberger
The Forward's independent journalism depends on
donations from readers like you.
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World leaders adopt expansive UN goals to tackle global woes

Ellen Wulfhorst, September 26, 2015 - 7:29AM
United Nations: World leaders on Friday adopted the most
sweeping agenda ever of global goals to combat poverty,
inequality and climate change, described by the United Nations
secretary-general as "a to-do list for people and planet."
They are a to-do list for people and planet, and a blueprint for
success. Adopted in the shadow of the worst refugee crisis
since World War II, the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, or
SDGs, call for shared peace and prosperity and cap three years
of debate and discussions.The ambitious agenda addressing
issues from education to the environment is to be implemented
over the next 15 years with a big push globally to win public
support for the goals. The 193 UN member nations formally
adopted the goals after an address to the United Nations by
Pope Francis, who called the adoption "an important sign of
hope." The 193 UN member nations formally adopted the goals
after an address to the United Nations by Pope Francis, who
called the adoption "an important sign of hope."
"Solemn commitments, however, are not enough, even though
they are a necessary step toward solutions," said the Pope as
the Vatican flag flew for the first time outside the United Nations
where security was heightened for his visit.
He said world leaders must follow through with "a will which is
effective, practical, constant, with concrete steps and immediate
measures" to protect the environment and end social and
economic exclusion.
"The simplest and best measure and indicator of the
implementation of the new Agenda for development will be
effective, practical and immediate access, on the part of all, to
essential material and spiritual goods," he said.
The objectives replace the previous UN action plan, the
Millennium Development Goals, that were adopted in 2000.
Supporters say the SDGs go much further by addressing root
causes of issues such as poverty and looking at means as well
as ends. They also are intended to be universal, not just for the
developing world.
"They are a to-do list for people and planet, and a blueprint for
success," said UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon after an
opening ceremony with performances by Colombian singer
Shakira and Benin's Angelique Kidjo, UN goodwill ambassadors.
Nobel peace laureate Malala Yousafzai, representing youth at
the United Nations, urged the gathering of world leaders to
"keep your commitments and invest in our future."

"Promise peace and prosperity," said the teen, a prominent
activist for girls' education who was shot on a school bus in
Pakistan in 2012 by the Taliban for advocating girls' rights.
Supporters say the hefty task that lies beyond the three-day
SDG summit that concludes on Sunday is implementing the 17
goals and their 169 accompanying targets into programs,
policies and parliaments in member nations.
Such implementation, requiring trillions of dollars in investment,
will be monitored and reviewed using a set of global indicators
to be agreed by March 2016.
While critics have described the SDGs as too broad and
ambitious, supporters argue the agreement is a positive step as
a shared vision to improve lives globally.
"There is a huge gap between the world we live in and the world
we want. These goals represent people's aspirations and rights
and they must and can be realised," said Salil Shetty, secretarygeneral of Amnesty International.
"Solemn commitments, however, are not enough, even though
they are a necessary step toward solutions," said the Pope as
the Vatican flag flew for the first time outside the United Nations
where security was heightened for his visit.
He said world leaders must follow through with "a will which is
effective, practical, constant, with concrete steps and immediate
measures" to protect the environment and end social and
economic exclusion.
"The simplest and best measure and indicator of the
implementation of the new Agenda for development will be
effective, practical and immediate access, on the part of all, to
essential material and spiritual goods," he said.
The objectives replace the previous UN action plan, the
Millennium Development Goals, that were adopted in 2000.
Supporters say the SDGs go much further by addressing root
causes of issues such as poverty and looking at means as well
as ends. They also are intended to be universal, not just for the
developing world.
"They are a to-do list for people and planet, and a blueprint for
success," said UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon after an
opening ceremony with performances by Colombian singer
Shakira and Benin's Angelique Kidjo, UN goodwill ambassadors.
Nobel peace laureate Malala Yousafzai, representing youth at
the United Nations, urged the gathering of world leaders to
"keep your commitments and invest in our future."
http://www.smh.com.au/world/world-leaders-adoptexpansive-un-goals-to-tackle-global-woes-20150925gjveyf.html
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